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By their natures, commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software development and in-house software development are very different. Building a body of knowledge of lessons learned in COTS-based development would be very beneficial. Thus the authors have built a Web-based repository of such lessons learned for free use.

The development of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)-based software is different in many respects from in-house software development. Since COTS requires different activities and skills, we need to build a body of knowledge about COTS-based software development. Thus, the authors have built a Web-based repository of lessons learned, seeded with about 70 lessons extracted from literature, including journal articles [1], workshop presentations [2], and government reports [3, 4]. The authors also organized online eWorkshops [5] and are using these discussions to synthesize new lessons and refine existing ones. They are also consolidating the repository with an unpublished set of lessons learned from the Software Engineering Institute.

The repository is available at no cost at: <http://fc-md.umd.edu/ll/index.asp>.

The feedback and new lessons go first to a buffer, and are examined and validated before being uploaded to the repository. An administrator maintains the repository, and an analyst is responsible for the repository’s evolution. A component of the system (currently under development and available soon) will allow dialogues between users and experts, providing concrete support for problems. The logs of these dialogues will be captured and used for extracting new lessons.

For guidance on the use of the repository, there is a set of frequently asked questions (FAQs) accessible from the main page.

The repository's content is growing organically by contributions from users and as a result of analysis, synthesis, and refinement of the existing lessons by experts. The attributes used to characterize and classify the records will also evolve over time. The repository has a built-in facility for tracking various metrics related to the repository's usage, which can be used to tune the repository based on usage patterns.

The repository is available at no cost at: <http://fc-md.umd.edu/ll/index.asp>.
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